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CAN YOU FIND THE
ZIPPO FLAME?

On the cover of every
volume of Click magazine,

there is a hidden
Zippo flame.

Can you find it?
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Letter from the President

Gregory W. Booth
President and Chief Executive Officer

Zippo passion is everywhere, with every one of you, each of our partners, in every
Zippo employee, and within every Zippo family. 

Like a tattoo, Zippo has left its permanent mark on nearly every continent and
throughout 150 countries – 435 million marks, that is!  That number of lighters
produced since Zippo’s founding in 1932 continues to grow rapidly as we keep up with

the ever-growing demand for Zippo lighters.   

From Zippo retailers around the world like the Nakamura Family
Store in Japan (page 19) and the race fans and drivers at the

Zippo 200 Busch Series race to those of you who traveled to
Bradford for the Zippo/Case International Swap Meet, the

admiration for Zippo never ceases to amaze me.   Your
Zippo enthusiasm for the brand was evident as we
hosted hundreds of Zippo and Case collectors from 40
states, 14 countries, and more than 8,000 people
throughout the Swap Meet in July.  The Zippo
treasures and tales you shared continue to inspire us.  

Like many tattoos, Zippo lighters are unique.  Zippo
lighters are not just a product with a “Made in USA”
label.  They are a distinctive product made in a small

Pennsylvania town.  When you purchase a Zippo lighter,
you take ownership of something special, made in a

special place, by special people.  

Every year, the Zippo team works hard to create hundreds of
new lighter designs that become part of member collections.

You’ll see what I mean when you view the new products in the
Zippo Complete Line Collection on ZippoClick.com next month. 

Last summer, we were pleased to welcome Jim McDonough, vice president of
operations, to the Zippo family.  Jim led the team in the development of our new
Zippo BluFlame lighter.  We are currently working on a test market of this gas lighter
in select European countries.  Depending on the results, we look forward to its launch
next year. You can keep updated on the progress of the Zippo BluFlame lighter on
ZippoClick.com.  

As proud as my young granddaughter was to show off her Zippo passion with a Zippo
temporary tattoo during the Swap Meet, I am more proud to be the leader of this
great company that has made an everlasting mark around the globe for three-quarters
of a century. 

As we continue the George G. Blaisdell legacy, we remain, “The Name in
Flame”…everyday.

Sincerely,

Jaden Rose
Booth shows

her Papa,
Zippo

President and
CEO Greg
Booth, her

Zippo tattoo.
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I’ve got it –my first tattoo. It’s not just any tattoo – it’s a Zippo tattoo!
Through the years, we’ve seen many unique Zippo tattoos as you can see on page 17. A few months ago, I
thought it was time for Zippo to have its own official tattoo. So, we asked one of the most talented tattoo
artists in the country, P.J. Ferrante, to create the new body art. That art, shown on the cover of this magazine,
decorates the surface of the first official Zippo tattoo lighter shown below. Every lighter is packaged with a
matching temporary tattoo. We have set aside the first available 200 of this special collectible signed by P.J.
just for you. But that’s not all. This magazine is full of special collectibles including the annual club collectible,
50th Anniversary Slim lighter, and Zippo 75th Anniversary test run lighter. 

I’m sure the wonderful memories of the Zippo/Case International Swap Meet and Click Togethers are tattooed
in the minds of those who attended. It was
another banner year as you can see from the
photos on pages 8 and 9. If you’d like one of the
few remaining Swap Meet lighters for your
collection, go to ZippoClick.com for details.

Even though my Zippo tattoo is fading, for the
time it was there, I was proud to wear a symbol
of the company dedicated to providing a source
of flame to millions of people around the world
for nearly 75 years. Apply your Zippo tattoo and
join us at next year’s anniversary celebration on
July 27 & 28. After all, what’s a family reunion
without the whole family?

Keep clicking,

Zippo passion everywhere.
Back row: Donna Henderson, personnel manager; David Fesenmeyer,
district sales representative; Kathy Jones, retail marketing manager; Kristi
Wolters and Bill Kolk, Engrave All; Charlie Henderson; Tony Griffin,
district sales representative; Christy Sullivan, senior national accounts
sales manager; Allen Roth, H.J. Bailey Company.
Front row: Gene Austin, Miami Cigar; Don Lenny, national sales
manager; Amber Bacha, marketing coordinator.Kathy Jones

Zippo Click Administrator

$ 29.95
Product #24043-000004

The Zippo Tattoo, designed by Traditions Collection artist, P.J. Ferrante, is color imaged on a
Honey Gold finish Zippo lighter. A close look at the collectible confirms Ferrante’s unmistakable
blend of modern and vintage-style tattoo art.

The first 200 of these consecutively numbered lighters available to the public are now available to
members on a first come, first served basis. Each collectible includes a temporary Zippo Tattoo
matching the design on the lighter, and a certificate signed by Ferrante. The collectible is
packaged in a Zippo tin with a custom Traditions Collection sleeve.  

The first regular Zippo Tattoo lighters and matching t-shirts were offered at the Zippo/Case
Visitors Center during the Swap Meet in July. The lighter will be featured in the Zippo Complete
Line Catalog during its 75th Anniversary in 2007.

To order one of the members-only signed and consecutively numbered collectibles, use the order
form included with this magazine or go to ZippoClick.com. Limit one collectible per member.

First 200 Official Zippo Tattoo Lighters Available to Members

Zippo Click members can be one of the first to
purchase one of these exclusive official Zippo
Tattoo lighters. 



Hardcore tattoo fans around the
world have reason to celebrate the

creation of The Traditions Collection. The
Traditions Collection was established by tattoo

artist PJ Ferrante to protect the integrity of
tattoo art in the everyday marketplace.

With tattooing and tattoo art becoming an
undeniable mainstream art form in recent years,
corporate exploitation of the tattoo industry’s art
and artists has become more prevalent. Many of
these corporate entities outside the tattoo
industry have generated and filled the
marketplace with retail items that feature sub-
par, generic, and inferior tattoo graphics that
devalue the sheer beauty and brilliance of the
tattoo world’s best artists and their work.

To “keep it real,” Ferrante began The Traditions
Collection, a project where tattoo artists are
uniting to license the use of their created graphics
and designs on products in the marketplace. The
Traditions Collection preserves the integrity and
value of authentic tattoo art by those who actually
create, live, and breathe tattooing and tattoo art.

The Traditions Collection represents over 30 world
renowned tattoo artists and their designs, giving
consumers the opportunity to own retail items
including clothing, fine art prints, and Zippo

lighters that feature
tattoo graphics and
designs by authentic
tattoo artists.

The world of tattooing, as
well as the artists that are a
part of The Traditions Collection,
encompasses various graphic and
design styles. Ferrante’s favorite tattoo
style is a modern military style reflecting classic
WW II tattoo imagery, which Ferrante refers to as “a modern
spin on American traditional tattooing.”

Like the iconic Zippo windproof lighter, tattoo art is a major
part of today’s culture, poised to spark hotter graphics and
designs in the years to come.

By Larry Visbisky
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Zippo Click has plenty of artists!
Congratulations to Sabatino Luciani, Earle Miller,
Friedrich Theil, and Alan Watzka winners of the

Caribbean Design a Lighter contest and Bak Jihye
who won the Korean Design a Lighter contest.



About ten years ago, Freidrich Theil, better know as
Fritz, was walking his dog in the park when he
stumbled across a dirty lighter in the grass. He took the
lighter home, cleaned it up, and realized it was a Zippo

lighter. From that day forward, Fritz fell in love with
the Zippo lighter and collecting more became his
passion.

Today, his Zippo collection numbers around 420
Zippo lighters and over 215 accessories. His
favorite Zippo lighters are the first lighter he
found and his Zippo by Mazzi lighters; in
particular, one of his German Shepherd

"Carmen." Another favorite is his oldest Zippo lighter, a
1936 with piston insert that was a birthday gift from
his wife Gabi and son Rene'. The one lighter that has

eluded him for the past ten years is an original Zippo
lighter with an outside hinge. 

Fritz serves on the executive committee of Zippo Club
Austria, a club that has grown to more than 120
members. Fritz is better known in the forums on
ZippoClick.com as "zippofritz."

Freidrich Theil a.k.a. Fritz

His Other Hobby

Fritz stands with George Duke during the Swap Meet
2004 Auction. "I was at the 2004 Swap Meet and
that was one of my greatest experiences.
It was fantastic," exclaimed Fritz.

Fritz is a metal sheet worker in Austria by day,
but his two hobbies - collecting Zippo lighters
and tattooing - keep him busy during his time
off work. 

Fritz first started tattooing about ten years ago
and has inked dozens of tattoos since that
time. He has inked a wide variety of tattoos,
everything from tribal bands to Chinese
symbols to intricate animal designs, to Zippo
tattoos. On two occasions, his hobbies crossed
paths. Fritz tattooed "Windy," (shown at right)
made famous by passing the fan test on Zippo

ads in the 1930s and a
one-of-a-kind Zippo by
Mazzi design (shown at
right above) on the arm
of his friends and fellow
collectors.
To view Fritz’s lighter
collection and his
tattooing portfolio, visit
his homepage
ZippoFritz.com.
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This lighter
design was
created by Fritz
for the Caribbean
Design a Lighter
Contest. Fritz was
one of the contest
winners and
received this
lighter as a prize.

By Marty Ours



Zippo collectors love all things Zippo. But for many Zippo lighter
enthusiasts, collecting lighters just isn’t enough.

Amassing a fine, large collection of special lighters and wearing
Zippo team colors (red, white, and
black) are two obvious ways to
demonstrate a collector’s devotion
and loyalty to Zippo lighter collecting.
Like any sports fan wearing a favorite
team’s branded attire, a true Zippo
enthusiast is always excited to don
Zippo attire, such as t-shirts, hats,

7 / Click magazine / Vol. 2, 2006

Zippo Archived Ad circa 1940s

Tattooing has become a
mainstream art form in recent

times, but years ago tattooing was
more prevalent for those in the

military. This whimsical 1940s Zippo
ad depicts a serviceman adding a

tattoo of a Zippo lighter to his
collection of girl friends' names, as
he affirms to the tattoo artist, "No,

not just a passing flame. Zippo's
my lifetime sweetheart."

A Permanent Collectible
By Larry Visbisky

and even pins. Some diehard collectors
have even gone as far as to have a
Zippo image tattooed on their bodies.
Those fans have a remembrance of the
ol’ red, white, and black team colors
that will last a lifetime.

Do you or someone you know have a
Zippo tattoo? If so, let us know. We’d be
just as proud as you to share it with the
world of Zippo collecting
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1. Donna and Joseph Gonzales stop at the Zippo Motorsports tent to play Zlinko.

2. Howard Fesenmeyer, Zippo Board of Directors member’spends some time with

Jorn Lojstrup, Zippo distributor in Denmark, before the auction. 

3. Rita Walters, Zippo Design Center manager, talks with member Jim Erickson.  Jim

and his wife Marlene own the home in Bradford that belonged to Zippo founder,

George G. Blaisdell.  

4. Jason Zalno holds up his most prized Zippo lighter, an original 1934 he received as

a gift from a friend.

5. Greg Booth, Zippo president and CEO; George Duke, Zippo owner; and Tom

Arrowsmith, Case president and CEO, were available to sign Zippo and Case treasures. 

6. Jacob Fox aka Boo enjoyed the mud puddles after the torrential rain on 

Saturday.  Boo and his family traveled from England for the Swap Meet.

7. International members share their love for Zippo with an Associated Press reporter prior

to the auction dinner

8. Susan Harrison and Arthur Cetalo are all smiles after seeing the new Zippo

products not yet released.

9. Michelle Pohl holds up her number to place the winning bid on the Zippo Fashion

Italia collection at the auction.  

10. Toyoko and Hiroshi Kohara put the final touches on their display prior to the

start of the event.  The Koharas represent Yukari Zippo Station, one of Japan’s

largest Zippo retailers with a collectors club of its own.

11. Members ask Shawn Llewelyn, project coordinator, questions about the prototypes

available to members during the event. 

12. Karen Politi sports her Zippo bonnet during the hat contest.

13. Patricia Burggrave and Marco Kneynsberg from Netherlands share their love for

Zippo with an Associated Press reporter prior to the auction dinner.

14. Woodie Sneary models her first place Zippo hat she made in memory of her dog Winston.

15. David Thomas from New Zealand models his handmade Zippo hat. 

16. Larry Visbisky, marketing coordinator, interviews Tom Wolicki during the hat contest.

17. Martin Fleming, Earle Miller, Bob Mehi, and Paul Fleming pose with the oversized

Zippo MPL from Earle’s hat he entered in the Zippo Hat Contest.   

(Photo courtesy of Bob Mehi)

Swap Meet Smiles
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Zippo/Case International Swap Meet

Click Together
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By Marty Ours

Michael Grimaldi released his first Zippo
collecting book:  And You Thought Zippo Only
Made Lighters© during the Zippo/Case
International Swap Meet.   

“I wrote the book because it
is the book I waited for that
never came out. There are
people who collect Zippo
products but there isn’t
much background
information on them.
Lighters have been well
covered but there is also an
interest out there for other
Zippo products,” 
said Michael.

As the name suggests, this
coffee table-style book
covers all of the non-lighter
products produced by Zippo.
From the first Zippo Rules
offered in 1960 up to
current products offered by
Zippo Promotional Products
Division.  Every product is
pictured and detailed to
answer when was it
introduced, what packaging was used, what
modifications were made, when and why it was
discontinued.  The book follows a timeline
format divided by decade.

Additional sections in the book include a look
into the world famous Zippo Art Department,
Zippo’s imprint processes and finishes, the
Zippo/Holgate partnership, and Zippo Canada.
The 208 pages of detailed text is accompanied by
copies oforiginal salesman sell sheets and over
650 full-color photos from Michael’s and several
members collections.  There’s even a small section
that includes pictures of prototypes never
produced or seen by anyone outside of the Zippo.

“Michael Grimaldi's extensively researched book
offers a fascinating look and comprehensive
profile of many rare Zippo non-lighter products. 
It is perfect for Zippo collectors to expand their

knowledge of Zippo's products from the past,”
explained Zippo Marketing Communications
Manager, Pat Grandy. “As an added benefit, the
book will help Zippo fans make smart decisions at
flea markets and auctions.”

The information provided is
the result of two years of
extensive research in which
many current and former
employees from different
areas of the company were
interviewed.  Michael hopes
that his book will generate
interest to collect other
Zippo products in those who
currently only collect Zippo
lighters, and increase in the
awareness of other Zippo
products.

The book is the first that
Michael has written but is
not the first item that has
been out for the public to
view.  One of his Zippo
lighters was featured in a
national Zippo ad campaign
that ran in publications

during 2002 and 2003.  The ad displayed his
personalized lighter with the slogan “True love is
not disposable.”  

“That simple statement captured the sentiment
that was behind the lighter when it was given to
me as a gift and also made the point that Zippo
lighters are not meant to be discarded,” said
Michael.  “As a collector and true fan of Zippo,
seeing a personalized lighter from my collection
used in an advertisement for the company was
just way too cool.”

Michael’s book can be purchased at the
Zippo/Case Visitors Center  or online at
ZippoProductsBook.com.  Watch for Michael’s
next book, And You Thought Zippo Only Made
Lighters, Part 2 in the next few months.
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And You Thought Zippo Only Made Lighters
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By Sam Cibula and Marty Ours

Zippo collector, ZippoClick.com
moderator, and now author of the
first of its kind Zippo collecting
book, Michael Grimaldi is a true
Zippo enthusiast.  Michael, of
Clifton, New Jersey, has been an
avid Zippo collector since 1993.
His love for Zippo sprung from a

search for a black Ultralite™ Zippo
windproof lighter a friend was trying to
locate for her collection. He tracked down
the lighter and hasn’t stopped collecting
since. 

“The best thing about Zippo is the lighter
never changes but the design possibilities
are infinite,” said Michael.

As Grimaldi’s collection of Zippo lighters
continues to grow, so has his interest 
in other Zippo products.  

“My interest in other Zippo products
began when I found a Zippo key ring at a
flea market. That’s when I found out that
Zippo manufactured more than lighters,”
he said. 

Currently, Michael has accumulated a
Zippo collection of more than 700
pieces.  One of his goals is to 
collect one of every Zippo product,
other than lighters, ever made.
Michael is a charter member of Zippo
Click and has been a moderator on
ZippoClick.com for three years.

Chat with 
Michael Grimaldi on
ZippoClick.com
Sunday, November 12
7-8 p.m. 

The lighter
that started

it all



SLIM 50TH Asary lighter offer
slim 50th anniversary lighter offslim lighter

anniversary

Slim 50th Anniversary Lighter Offer
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This commemorative celebrates the 50th
Anniversary of the launch of the Zippo Slim®
lighter.  The surface of the high polish chrome
Slim lighter is decorated with design elements
from the original Slim lighter advertisement
using lustre etch and laser colorfill processes.
The lighter features a custom flat bottom stamp
with a script Zippo logo similar to the original
Slim lighter and carries the current date code
adding to the uniqueness of this collectible. 

This 50th Anniversary Slim Zippo lighter is
limited to 300 pieces and available only to Zippo
Click members.  Use the form accompanying this
magazine to place your order today while
supplies last.

By Linda Meabon, Zippo Historian

The Slim® Zippo lighter was introduced to the product line in 1956.  The lighters were available
originally with a high polish chrome finish and flat bottom case. The bottom stamp included the
script Zippo logo and did not have date codes. (Date codes were not implemented into the
bottom stamp until 1958.)  Four models were available initially that included high polish
chrome, ribbon design, crisscross design, and diagonal design.   

Within a short time,Slim Zippo lighters were available in 10K gold filled and silver-filled models.
The10K gold filled stock models were Stars, Rope, and Scroll
designs.  The silver-filled stock models were Comet, Feather, and
Ribbon designs.   

One of the most desirable Slim lighters as a collectible are the
ones with a metal cobra-like head modification located in the
chimney behind the flint wheel.  This metal attachment was
placed in this position in an effort to prevent the flint wheel
from becoming too hot.  However, this metal attachment
caused the Slim lighter to light ineffectively.  The cobra head
modification was eliminated from the Slim lighter insert in
1957 when the hole for the wick was moved an additional
1/32 inch further away from the flint wheel.  

The Slim Zippo lighters have been imprinted with several
well known company trademarks including Coca Cola,
McDonalds, Howard Johnson’s Motor Lodge, Krispy Kreme
Doughnuts, Walt Disney’s Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Magic
Kingdom and Epcot logos.  Slim Zippo lighters including those imprinted 
with well-known trademarks are very desirable to collectors. 

Product#  24102-000001
$42.95

slim lighter offer50thAnniversary

FROM THE ARCHIVE
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The special bottom stamp will be
used on all Zippo Slim lighters
produced in 2007, Zippo’s 75th
Anniversary year.
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ersary Offer 75th Annivers
anniversary

75th

75 anniversary offer75th ANNIVERSARY OFFER

75th Anniversary
Limited Edition
Lighter

75th Anniversary
Commemorative 
Lighter

Available at your local 
Zippo retailer in 2007

Pilot Run Offer
75 th

Anniversary
Three-Quarters of a Century Company Offers
the First of Three Anniversary Collectibles

In 2007, Zippo will mark three-quarters of a century as
the world’s most dependable source of portable flame.
To commemorate this milestone, Zippo is creating two
collectible lighters - the 75th Anniversary
Commemorative lighter and the 75th Anniversary
Limited Edition lighter.  

In August 2006, a pilot run for the Zippo 75th
Anniversary limited edition lighter was produced to test
five customization processes to the surface of the high
polish chrome Armor™ Zippo lighter: deep carve, laser
surface mark, laser two-tone, epoxy fill, and
SWAROVSKI® crystal attachment.   The special Zippo
bottom stamp used on the pilot run is exclusive to Zippo
Click members for this special edition collectible.  To
ensure the authenticity of the collectible the side is
engraved – Zippo Click Limited Edition.

The remaining 227 lighters from the pilot run of 500 are
now available to Zippo Click members while supplies
last.  Order the first of three commemorative Zippo
lighters for your collection on the order form
accompanying this magazine. 

Product# 75-CLICK
$75.00



Today the internet is one
of the most common
tools to research
information on any
subject; but for collectors
who wish to access
information in the field,
a computer is not a
convenient resource for
on-site reference.   Books
and pocket guides, two
of the most convenient
resources available, are a
valuable asset to any
collector researching
subjects outside of the
home.  Many collectors
would value a handy,
portable guide on their
subjects of interest. 

Enter Warman’s Field
Guides.

Warman’s Field Guides
are a line of small
paperback reference
books for collectors. Each
guide focuses on a
specific collectible genre
and provides approximate
value of collectibles in
that group.  Collectibles
showcased in previously
published editions include
Barbie dolls, comic books, Star
Wars
collectibles,
baseball
cards, and
Pez
dispensers.
The guides
are perfect
size to carry
along to flea
markets, garage sales, and just
about anywhere… including
Swap Meets. 

zippo lighter gghter Guide
lighter guide

guide

zippo lighter guideZIPPO LIGHTER GUIDE
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compiling photos,
information, and data to
meet the publisher’s
two-and-a-half month
timeline.

The guide is arranged by
lighter style category
sections instead of years.
Some of the lighter
categories include:
advertisers
(promotional),
Contempos, military,
table lighters, and
ultralites.  The guide also
contains a brief history
about Zippo, tips on
collecting and care of
Zippo lighters, and how
to date the lighter cases. 

“Compiling the guide
was a labor of love, and
we enjoyed the task,”

said Robin.
“We hope
the collectors

have as much
fun using the

guide as we
had developing

it,” added Dana.
The

Baumgartners are
excited and

pleased with the
outcome of their

work, introduced to
collectors during the

Zippo/Case
International Swap Meet in July.
The guide is sure to find a place
in the collections of all
generations of Zippo lighter
collectors.  Be sure to pick up your
copy at major retail book stores,
online book retailers, or at the
Zippo/Case Visitors Center. 

Dana and Robin
Baumgartner, Zippo
Click members and
20 year lighter

collecting
veterans - were
approached by Krause
Publications, the publisher
of Warman’s Field Guides,
to write a Zippo lighter
edition after an associate of
the publishing company
visited the Baumgartner’s
website and viewed their

online Zippo lighter collection.
The duo worked diligently

By Larry Visbisky

a pocket size companion
CLICK MEMBERS COMPILE FIELD GUIDE FOR COLLECTORS

“We hope the
collectors have as
much fun using the
guide as we had
developing it,” 

Dana and Robin with Zippo Car
(Photo courtesy of Susan and Artie Harrison)

©Krause Publications

Book cover



Nancy Crum, retired Zippo
employee, shows members
how engraving was
once done on Zippo
lighters during the
Barbour Street
building tour.

click together

click together
ogether click together

CLICK TOGETHER
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Click Together 
Prize Winners
Ed Osieczonek 

David Larmouth 

Marilyn Kepner 

Jim Stanoff 

Laura Kluivingh 

Ronald Eyerkuss 

Henry Holman 

Earl Strait 

Paul Gifford 

James Bryndel 

Sharon Babb 

Paul Fleming 

Jeanine Holman 

Carol Makarewicz   

Clicking Together
Zippo Club Italia
Swap Meet 
July 21, 2006

Click Together
Swap Meet 
July 19, 2006

Zippo Club Italia
members gather to
enjoy some
refreshments at
their meet-up
during Swap Meet.

Claudio Mazzi (second from left) shares
some laughs with members of Zippo
Club Italia during the Swap Meet.

Members admire the treasures in the
Zippo Design Center during the tour
of Barbour Street.

Members share
Zippo tales.

A group of Zippo
Click members
gathered during
the Zippo U.S.
Vintage Grand Prix
at Watkins Glen
International.

Click Together
Zippo U.S. Vintage 
Grand Prix
September 10, 2006



Zippo and the Zippo Shape are registered trademarks of Zippo
Manufacturing Company and ZippMark, Inc. All Rights Reserved

2006 Club Collectible

Zippo founder George G. Blaisdell, 1947 Zippo
Car, Windy, Zippo’s world-wide headquarters,
and the iconic Zippo lighter are all recognizable
illustrations of Zippo’s history and legacy.  Take
part in Zippo’s illustrious history by owning your
own piece of the Zippo legacy with this 2006
Club Collectible. 

These iconic Zippo images will resonate with
Zippo collectors of all ages.  Zippo’s color
imaging process replicates world-renown artist
Claudio Mazzi’s original airbrushed art in
stunning intricate detail.  The vintage brushed
chrome lighter surface shows through as the
surface of the Zippo lighter depicted in the art.
This exclusive member-only collectible is packaged
in a clear shadow box ready for display. 

Place your order* no later than November 22
to add this limited edition Club Collectible to
your collection!  Your collectible will be 
shipped to you beginning December 8. 

*One collectible per member.

Product # 24097
$49.95



Send in an original receipt for any Zippo Multi-Purpose Lighter including the Zippo
MPL®, or Mini MPL® by 12/31/06 and you'll receive a free gift – your choice of one of
these three books: Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book, Better Homes
and Gardens New Grilling Book or Candice Olson On Design. Please include your
name, address, daytime phone number, choice of book and send to: Zippo, Meredith
Corporation, Attn, R. Irey, LN-108, 1716 Locust Street, Des Moines, IA 50309-7090.
Must be U.S. resident, 18 yrs or older. Limit three books per household. Offer
begins 09/12/06 and good while supply lasts or 12/31/06. No post office boxes
allowed. Allow 6-8 wks for shipping. Void where prohibited, taxed, restricted.

z i p p o . c o m

A Zippo® MPL® comes in handy to light everything from
fireplaces to fondues – creating just the right ambiance to

elevate any occasion. And now, when you purchase an
MPL®,you’ll receive one of these three terrific books

absolutely free. Download your gift-with-purchase form at
zippoinspirations.com.
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Nakamura Family Store
Celebrates 60 Years
By Marty Ours

The Nakamura Family Store was established in 1946 and began carrying
Zippo products in 1960.  Located in the heart of Osaka, Japan, the store
recently underwent a renovation in preparation for its 60th Anniversary.

The newly renovated store is decorated in 1940s and 50s American images
and is separated into two rooms.  The first room displays current models
of Zippo lighters and is designed for Zippo novices.  The second room
aptly named the “collectors room” is for experienced Zippo collectors.
Within this room, rare lighters and Mr. Yoshihiro Nakamura’s private

collection are displayed.  All told, over
4,000 Zippo lighters line the walls of the
store.

“The Nakamura Specialty Store is a great
example of the global appeal of the Zippo brand,” explained Mark Paup,
director of global marketing. “There are passionate Zippo collectors all over
the world.”

The store stocks more than just Zippo lighters. It carries vintage Zippo
memorabilia-like ad slicks, fuel cans, signs, and displays.  If you can’t make a
trip to Japan, check out their website ZippoNakamura.com.




